Five Ways To Freshen Up Your Home
(NAPSA)—This year, nearly 50
million homeowners will spend
$214 billion toward more than 100
million domestic remodeling projects, according to the latest statistics from the Joint Center for
Housing Studies at Harvard University. Beautifying the bedroom,
however, doesn’t necessarily mean
homeowners have to break the
bank—or their backs.
New tools are helping do-ityourselfers save time and money
when decorating. Homeowners are
tackling the redesign of their
homes using creative remodeling
techniques to add flair and personality to their decor. If you are
searching for some quick and easy
ways to add some style to your surroundings this season, here are
five simple projects that can give
your home a facelift in no time.
Paint a pattern—Faux painting techniques are one of the easiest ways to completely change the
look of a room. Bold and earthy colors are the trend this season, with
designs such as wide stripes and
multi-colored walls gaining popularity. Paint retailers are also offering paints with special finishes like
suede and sand. If you are going to
paint, save time up front by preparing yourself for the project, doing
proper research and investing in
the right tools. You should use a
good painter ’s tape to ensure a
clean and professional edge. You
can also reduce the amount of time
you spend taping by using a
product like Duck ® brand Quick
Corners ® masking tape corners.
These pre-shaped corners fit perfectly into the corners along wall
edges, windows and baseboards,
making it easier to mask off and
protect these challenging areas
(www.duckproducts.com).
Turn ordinary into ornamental—You don’t need to spend
lots of money to fill up your walls.
Sometimes, the most interesting
and unique wall decoration comes
in the form of regular household

Picky Eaters? Not A Problem For Creative Moms

objects. Hang items such as hubcaps, rugs, or even old windowpanes to add an extra spark to a
boy’s room, a southwestern living
room, or a contemporary dining
room. In many cases, you can find
these items at flea markets for
minimal prices.
Tile old tabletops—If you have
a drab table that is screaming to be
refinished, create a different look
by adding a tiled surface. From
mosaics to square patterns, there
are tile patterns that can complement any room style. For an assortment of tiled-table projects, visit
www.diynet.com.
Divide and conquer—Create
your own room divider to separate
interior spaces and add privacy,
hide clutter or add a focal point.
Paint two folding closet doors to
match your décor and then attach
them to each other with hinges to
create a customized floor screen!
Use stencils or glue on decorative
pieces such as fringe or beads for
added accents.
Restore your door—Welcome
guests into your home with a
brand new entryway, by adding a
fresh coat of paint to your front
door. Use a contrasting but complementary color to draw out the
door, and it can brighten the entire
facade of your home. If your door
has a window, you can add a personalized touch by re-creating the
look of stained glass with products
available in many craft stores.
Use these ideas, or your own
imagination, to create an interior
style that brightens up your home,
without lightening your pockets.

(NAPSA)—Getting children to
eat nutritious meals is often a challenge. But some children are just
naturally more picky about what
they eat. If your child is a picky
eater, you may be surprised to
learn this is a common problem.
According to a recent survey
from Impulse Research, the
majority of moms say their children are picky eaters (80 percent
are picky or sometimes picky
eaters). In addition, most moms
consider it a challenge to get their
child to eat a balanced diet, and
less than half of moms think their
child gets enough nutrients in
their diet.
“Milking” Nutrition
For All It’s Worth
Jorj Morgan, author, food expert
and lifestyle director of BlueSuit
Mom.com, says introducing nutritious foods as early as possible can
minimize picky-eating habits.
“Moms go to great lengths to
get their kids to ‘eat their veggies’
and ‘drink their milk,’” Morgan
says. “But sneaking in added
nutrients can be as simple as providing foods that offer kids a
nutritional boost and great taste.”
Data from Impulse Research
suggests that less than half of children like drinking plain milk.
Many moms agreed, with over half
saying their children would drink
more milk if it were flavored.
Yet flavoring milk is just one
way to ensure kids are getting the
nutrients they need for their
growing bodies. Morgan offers
moms these tips on sneaking

One smart way to feed a picky
eater is to offer nutritious foods
that are tasty too, such as veggie
pizza and flavored milk.
nutrients into children’s diets:
• Start with Foods They
Love—Such as pasta, pizza or
macaroni and cheese, and add
minced veggies or meat.
• Get Creative in the Kitchen—Allow children to help with
shopping lists and menu planning.
If they tell you what they want to
eat, they may be more likely to
actually eat it!
• Boost Nutrients with Fortified Foods—Look for foods fortified with essential vitamins and
nutrients.
Hershey’s Fortified Syrup is the
first chocolate syrup with vitamins
and nutrients that can help moms
increase their child’s daily nutrient
intake. It provides a good source of
calcium (10 percent of the Recommended Daily Intake), vitamin E,
biotin, vitamin B5 and zinc.
• Be a Role Model Mom—
Remember children watch par-

ents’ every move. If you want
your child to eat healthfully,
then it’s important for parents to
set a good example by eating
well, too.
• Don’t Give Up—Just because
your child does not like a food at
first, doesn’t mean he or she won’t
acquire a taste for it later. Reintroduce foods into your child’s diet
often and in different ways. For
example, if they don’t like raw
carrots, try cooked carrots sprinkled with a little brown sugar and
cinnamon, or carrot cupcakes!
“Make It Fun” Kids
Recipe Contest
Wouldn’t it be cool to be
rewarded for doing stuff you
already do? Now, you can send in
your favorite recipe using Hershey’s Syrup and for a chance to
win cool prizes. Whether it’s over
ice cream, in a sandwich or on top
of your breakfast, your creation
could win you an awesome prize,
such as a savings bond, a video
game system or other fun prizes.
There are six categories in
which you can enter: breakfast,
lunch, dinner, snack, dessert and
out-of-home (something you can
take with you). For each category,
there will be one grand prize winner and five first prize winners.
Recipes will be judged on originality, appearance, ease of preparation, taste and creativity. The contest runs through Dec. 31, 2004.
For more information on the contest and prizes or for an entry form,
visit www.hersheyssyrup.com.

Score Extra Points With A Healthy Tailgate Party

AD/HD: A Common Brain Disorder Crosses Generations
(NAPSA)—Attention deficit/
hyperactivity disorder, or AD/HD,
has been reduced to an excuse for
laziness or an unwillingness to
focus. Many people don’t realize,
however, that AD/HD is a scientifically proven brain disorder that
can have a significant impact on a
person’s everyday life. It runs in
families, and scientists believe it is
inherited.
AD/HD is characterized by
chronic inattention, impulsivity
and, in some cases, hyperactivity.
An estimated three to five percent
of school-age children (that’s 3.5
million students) and approximately two to four percent of
adults have the condition.
While some people have mild
AD/HD with only a few symptoms,
others have serious AD/HD with
more or worse symptoms. The disorder can cause problems in daily
life, especially at home, school,
work and in personal relationships. But with appropriate treatment, people with AD/HD can and
do lead fulfilling lives.
Critics argue that AD/HD does
not exist. Some say that the disorder is the result of excessive sugar
intake, food additives, excessive
viewing of television, poor child
management by parents, or social
and environmental factors such as
poverty or family chaos. However,
research has found that AD/HD
has a strong neurobiological basis,
rooted in the brain.

Scientists believe that AD/HD, a
condition characterized by
chronic inattention, runs in families and is inherited.
Fortunately, the medical community has come a long way in
accurately diagnosing and treating individuals with this condition. CHADD, the nation’s leading
advocacy organization serving
individuals with AD/HD, advocates a multimodal approach to
the treatment of the disorder. This
includes (1) parent and child education about diagnosis and treatment, (2) behavior management
techniques, (3) medication and (4)
school programming and supports.
Treatment should be tailored to
the unique needs of each child and
family.
What can you do if you suspect
that you, your child or someone
you know has AD/HD? Contact
CHADD. To learn more, call the
CHADD National Resource Center on AD/HD at 1-800-233-4050,
where trained information specialists can answer your questions, or visit www.chadd.org.

***
Whatever your lot may be, paddle your own canoe.
—Edward P. Philpots
***

***
In character, in manners, in
style, in all things, the supreme
excellence is simplicity.
—Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow
***

***
It is not so important to be serious as it is to be serious about
the important things.
—Robert M. Hutchins
***

***
Sincerity is to speak as we think,
to do as we pretend and profess,
to perform what we promise,
and really to be what we would
seem and appear to be.
—John Tillotson
***
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(NAPSA)—When you think
about typical tailgate fare, what
comes to mind? Overstuffed sandwiches packed with salami and
cheese—washed down with a sixpack of beer, a large bag of chips
and guacamole?
Why not avoid a nutrition
penalty this year by tossing
together a game-day menu that
tastes good—and is good for you?
Jenny Craig Corporate Dietitian
Cathy Garvey offers the following
winning strategies:
• Pack baby carrots, grape or
cherry tomatoes, broccoli, cauliflower, sweet peas and jicama
sticks to satisfy your cravings for
crunchy finger foods. Serve crudités with fat-free ranch dressing
or hummus, which is rich in fiber
and protein and makes a great
low-fat dip.
• Try baked potato chips instead of their higher-fat counterparts. Individual-sized bags are
also a convenient way to prevent
overeating.
• When making sandwiches,
choose hearty, whole-grain breads,
lean cuts of meat, and reduced-fat
cheese. Then “volumize” with
cucumbers, tomatoes, green peppers, onions and sprouts for added
crunch and flavor.
• Be cautious with condiments.
A tablespoon of mayonnaise contains about 100 calories and 11
grams of fat. Save half the calories and fat by choosing light mayonnaise—or use mustard, which
has almost no calories or fat at all!
• Instead of the usual hamburgers and hot dogs, grill
shrimp, chicken, heart-healthy
salmon, turkey burgers or meatless options like garden burgers or
low-fat soy dogs. Make zesty
kabobs by alternating marinated
lean meats, chicken, vegetables
and fruit on skewers.

Turkey dogs or low-fat soy dogs
are healthy options for tailgate
parties.
• Bring along plenty of calorie-free flavored waters, diet
soda, sugar-free iced tea or
lemonade, and low-sodium vegetable juice. If you’re bringing
wine, make a refreshing spritzer
(half wine/half club soda) for half
the calories.
• Serve an exotic fruit plate
featuring apples, pears, grape
clusters, whole strawberries, raspberries, pineapple chunks, peach
slices, melon balls and other seasonal favorites. Make a simpleyet-delicious fruit dip by combining 1 1 ⁄ 3 cups vanilla low-fat
yogurt, 1⁄2 cup low-sugar orange
marmalade, and 1⁄2 tsp cinnamon.
Angel food cake topped with fresh
fruit and fat-free whipped topping
is another light dessert option.
• Above all, keep your foods
safe. Cold foods should be kept
below 40°, and hot foods above
140° when possible. Bacteria multiply quickly when food is in the
“danger zone” of 40 to 140 degrees
Fahrenheit, so avoid eating any
food that has been in that range
for more than two hours.
For more healthy eating suggestions, visit www.jennycraig.com.

